KORBICOM IS HIRING IN CPT
This pack has been designed to provide you with all of the most important
information that you need to know during your recruitment journey with Korbicom.

WHO ARE WE?
Korbicom is a privately owned company. Our core business is software development and subsequent commercialisation of technologybased products. The injection of software development expertise into these enterprises, together with finance, marketing, sales, strong
management and administrative services, is the basis of our successful strategy.
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VALUES:
Each of our teams has worked through a process to establish values that best suit them. Coincidentally, these values overlap to create a
set of values which best describes the overall business.
Continuous Improvement

Excellence

Integrity

Respect

Team Work

Customer Focus

CANDIDATE JOURNEY:

PERKS OF THE JOB IN CPT:
Hybrid approach to remote work

2

1
Hiring team
reviews CVs

Flexi-time around core hours
Position
related
assessment

Continuous training and development
Medical aid with Discovery Health
Provident fund with Old Mutual Superfund
Death and critical illness cover with Hollard
Disability cover with Sanlam
Discounted Gap Cover rates with Ambledown
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Employee Assistance Program (EAP) with Discovery Healthy Company

3
Possible
second round
interview

20 days leave +1 for every 2 years worked (up to 25 days)
First round
interview

Long Service Awards for 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 years
Excellent coffee, cool drinks and treats provided
Free continental breakfast everyday
Onsite takeaway options and several restaurants nearby
Ultra-fast internet
Fast PCs with multiple large screens
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Online
psychometric
profile

Annual team building and year end functions
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Onsite crèche for newborns up to 12 months
Make Korbicom
your home!

Prayer room available within the Great Westerford Building
Free membership to the gym in the Great Westerford Building
Squash courts available within walking distance
Rose Garden available at the Great Westerford Building

GET IN TOUCH!
WEB: www.korbicom.com EMAIL: recruitment@korbicom.com SEE OUR CPT OFFICE: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XdGT-CRO-QE

COMPANY HISTORY
The origins of Korbicom track all the way back to the founding of Compustat in 1976. Among the original partners were Mendel Karpul,
Mark Todes and Rolland Bryan, all of whom are still active members of the team at Korbicom. Below is a summary of this history.
For a more detailed description, visit https://www.korbicom.com/about/.
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'04
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The company, then known as
Compustat, started out as a
software bureau delivering an
accounts receivable service to
a group of pharmacies and
similar businesses.

'80 s

Won the contract for development
of a document automation
solution for the American Institute
of Architects (AIA). We created this
solution in GhostFill and then
migrated it into GhostDraft.

Developed GhostPractice, a
legal accounting and
practice management
system with the goal to help
law firms achieve better
business results.
With development starting in
2018, the soft product launch of
xchangedocs took place in July
2020. The system is being
expanded to embrace an array
of new potential applications.

'06

Some well known applications
and services were developed
by the group, including
GhostWriter, GhostConvey,
Jutastat. APCS and The
Compact Collector.

'00

Developed a software system
known as “WinDeed” which
allowed the public and
professionals easy access to
property related and other
public domain data.

Launched ACL to
simplify the complex
world of managing
Canadian court forms
and the associated
litigation workflow.

'16

Korbicom Cape Town
moved into their own
offices in the Great
Westerford Building,
where the Korbitec HQ
began in 2000.

'09

'90 s

Reinvented features of
GhostWriter in the newly
emerging Microsoft Windows
environment in the form of a
plug-in to MS Word that we
called GhostFill.

'93

Became the first commercial
Internet Service Provider in
Africa in the form of Internet
Africa. Around this time, the
company name changed
from Compustat to Korbitec.

Naspers Ltd acquired a half stake in the
property-related divisions of Korbitec. The
company split into Korbitec (property/ legal
solutions) and Korbicom (non-property
elements). Korbitec acquired the dormant
business of Property24 from Naspers.

'10

Launched our third document
automation engine called
GhostDraft, leveraging all of
the knowledge and experience
gained from our GhostWriter
and GhostFill solutions.

EMPLOYEE TESTIMONIALS
Here's what our employees have to say about working at Korbicom.
"The thing that is most evident is the great company culture.
Everybody is treated with respect and is valuable on a human
and work level. From day one I was made to feel as an important
cog in the company workings even though I did not even
produce any output at that stage. Definitely a great place to
learn and grow on all levels."
- Nasrudin, Software Engineer (ACL)
"I enjoy working at Korbicom because this it is more than just a
company or a business; it is a team of people who are good at
what they do, and who work together in a respectful and
professional manner."
- Clint, Senior Software Engineer (GhostDraft)
“At Korbicom, we’re a family. We are treated with kindness and
respect, but still pushed to grow. This was my first job out of
varsity 17 years ago, and I’ve never had a reason to leave. I work
with amazing people, in an amazing team, in an even more
amazing environment.”
- Claire, Senior Quality Analyst (GhostPractice)
"I've been a software engineer at Korbicom for almost 2 years,
forming part of their New Business Development team, and from
the first day I was made to feel welcome as part of a massive
family. The connections built have made my time extremely
enjoyable and have pushed me to become a better developer
overall. I've learned so much, not only from my team, but the
business as a whole and can credit it to how much I've grown
over the last 2 years. Even before I began my Korbicom journey,
my team reached out to me and welcomed me with open arms.
Now, almost 2 years later, they are considered my work family. It
has been such a pleasure to be a part of the Korbicom family and
I look forward to all the adventures that await."
- Darryn, Software Engineer (New Business Development)

"I've worked for Korbicom for 30 years and I have often been
asked why I've stayed so long and my answer is always the same,
I love the work I do and Korbicom looks after their people. Our
working environment is comfortable and we have everything we
need to get the job done well. We also have an open-door policy
and even senior management can be approached with no fuss.
Lastly, our Cookie Wednesdays have been going on for all of my
30 years!"
- Elizabeth, Content Development Manager (ACL)
"Being a part of Korbicom feels like you are a part of a family. This
is evident in the way in which you are treated by your colleagues.
From the very first day, you are valued and appreciated. Everyone
you come across is willing to help and assist you to grow and
reach your utmost potential. Being a part of the Korbi-Family has
been a breath of fresh air."
- Amina, Content Developer (GhostDraft)
“I have had the pleasure of working at Korbicom for almost 15
years. I started out as an Implementation Consultant and now fill
the role of National Support Manager of GhostPractice. Working
for this amazing company, doing something I enjoy, progressing
my career professionally and personally and the great
atmosphere around the office makes coming into work a
pleasure."
- Ismail, Support Manager (GhostPractice)
"I always say that the work is always good when doing it
surrounded by good people. Work may be hard and deadlines
tight but a good team lightens the burden. I have experienced a
genuine company interest in my wellbeing and a support from
my team to ensure I am always able to deliver my best."
- Craig, Business Analyst (New Business Development)

CUSTOMER TESTIMONIALS
Here's what our customers have to say about our products.

"This is the most thorough program I have seen in the years I have
been in this position. Your staff are all wonderful and tech support
is fantastic. Your company made this a smooth transition into
using new software."
- Genevieve, Kane Shannon Weiler LLP

“The record of service is key. We no longer have to wait for email
acceptance and can process the document at any time. I started
using xchangedocs right after training and I can navigate
through it on my own with no issues.”
- Jody, Martha Cook P.C.

“Korbitec delivered on every detail. The software by itself is
fantastic, stable and easy to use, and adoption has been
impressive. I do not hesitate to recommend the ACL3 offering.
Even better, Korbitec’s value-adds are superb. The technical
support, ongoing training and response to customization requests
set the bar very high for other legal market software vendors!”
- Kathleen, Cassels Brock & Blackwell LLP

“xchangedocs has made our processes more efficient and our
document delivery more secure, Document delivery is more
reliable, and we are no longer restricted to the maximum file
size imposed by our email system.”
- Mark, Brauti Thorning

No matter the time or the day of the week/weekend, the
GhostDraft team is always there to support one of their own until
the problems are resolved. I’ve never seen a team work so close
together, stand together and support each other to this extent.
- Reshen, Standard Trust Limited.
"GhostDraft’s document creation software helps us standardize
communications and makes maintenance easy. Integration with
administration systems, like Sapiens, creates a seamless
experience for our users.”
- Barry, P&C Software Development

“GhostPractice has made a difference in nearly every aspect of
the business but more importantly on the cash flow and real
time availability of data to everyone on the system.”
- Anthony, Anthony Whatmore & Company
“Since we’ve been working on GhostPractice, we have never
looked back. Our fees have increased dramatically and the staff’s
productivity has also improved.”
- Minkie, Corporate Law Services
"As a business owner, I am able to make the right decisions
quickly.
- Luyolo, Poswa Incorporated

